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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

It's official: MITM Americas Coming to Havana in
September
GSAR Marketing/MITM Events is pleased to announce that the 22nd edition of MITM Americas, the most
influential tradeshow in America and the Caribbean of B2B MICE tourism, will be held this September
18/21 in the magic city of Havana, Cuba.... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Service.- Chinese government established a new
list of rules for people visiting Antarctica.
The regulations announced in the South China Morning Post newspaper at the beginning of the year
prohibit hunting, leave solid waste in the place or touch or feed the penguins.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: Caribbean Tourism Marks Milestone
The Caribbean reached a milestone last year, welcoming over 30 million visitors for the first time in the
tourism industry’s history, according to the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO). CTO Secretary General
Hugh Riley cautions that there is “more to be done”, however, as the numbers show arrivals were
unevenly spread throughout the islands, with some destinations better than others at attracting the
tourist dollar.... »

TOURISM

Alexander von Humboldt’s Imprint on Cuba
Considered in all justice as the Second Discoverer of Cuba for his numerous and in-depth studies,
Alexander Von Humboldt (Berlin, 1769-2859), one of the last universal savants, was the Father of Modern
Universal Geography and the first to make science popular.... »
TOURISM

An Invitation to Adventure in Panama. Interview with
Gustavo Him, Panamanian Minister of Tourism
The Central American country is the center of attention when the region’s tourist destinations are spoken
of. With a varied product that includes history, the possibility of getting to know two oceans, its famous
canal, an important gastronomy and an extensive commercial offer, it attracts millions of tourists every
year, including those seeking to enjoy the Caribbean, because for them the proposal is also excellent.... »

TRANSPORTATION

Volaris announces new direct San Salvador to Cancun
flights
As of March 29, the low-cost airline will offer flights from the El Salvador International Airport to Cancun
International. The company says they will offer the new flights three times a week, one of which will be a
night-flight.... »
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